Hits & Misses
Another version of “Woodcock Ways”
By A R T

W H E AT O N

Mr. Woodcock, the
Gentleman of the Glen
e’s a special little guy, bug eyed, gentle and delicate. Sometimes we notice him frozen in the leaves with a dog, intense, rigid and choke bored indentifying
his location. Without him our Octobers would never be such a rich hunting experience. Our dogs love a dose of his gamy scent, appreciate his often willingness to sit
still a bit, and the brisk action found in a covert when he and his pals have stopped
over for a rest and a quick bite keeps us coming back for more. Often times he is
considered a bonus to the main mission of grouse hunting, but I say he deserves
special recognition for the many challenges offered for dog and gunner. The clever,
sneaky tactics he uses to avoid us as well as his unpredictable airborne routes make
for some memorable times afield.
Last fall, the legendary “Old Pat’s Society” members and selected invited
guests gathered to experience again some
woodcock shooting in their aging alder
coverts where the very edges, with new
shoots, contain a few birds. Many of those
old farm lands, characterized in “New
England Grouse Shooting”, have long
been forgotten; now it’s more productive
along the skidder roads, cutovers, young
birch and poplar stands. Often times, this
grand sport of woodcock shooting gets
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overshadowed by the glamorous grouse,
but ask the dyed-in-the-wool upland bird
hunter about this little timberdoodle and
you will quickly gain a great appreciation
for this bird and the sport it offers. I find
this wonderful little bird a delightful challenge, and I have developed a fond affection for him.
In this country a generation or two
ago, folks made their living from the soil,
cleared the land and piled up the endless
supply of granite rocks along the outer
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not available like it was many years ago, besides, when a grouse
boundaries, but now the evidence of yesterday is disappearing
flushes it’s better to have the hard, target grade 8s in the chamber.
behind each new sapling and conifer that finds root. Some of the
We’ve all read how this little fella sits obligingly for a good
land still remains a part of the “old homestead” as family mempointing
dog, just waiting for a sportsman to make the flush. Yep,
bers claim, but most of the farms have found new ownership. The
happens that way at times, but I have news for you, Timberdooremnants of old foundations, a rotted timber here and there, a
few glass bottles, even parts of an old washer, scrub board or rustdle University has full enrollment, with a number of post graded auto are evidence of connection to the past. Yes, an old biddy
uates earning their Masters and Doctorate degrees. You see, the
and her brood still hang around some of the old orchards, while
courses of diversion, deception and “top gun” style maneuvers
most of the old alder runs are decaying, the ground now covered
have provided a new playbook for our camouflaged friend.
with moss and rotted wood, resulting in acid soil that has forced
Experienced gunners now need some continuing education
the timberdoodle to look elsewhere for newer cutovers, a birch
credits. The new curriculum should include courses like “Knowknoll, or some other better place where earthworms reside.
ing your Dog”, “Best Ways to Hunt a Cover”, “Analyzing the
I found a number of placApproach”, “Recognizing the
Escape Route” and “Ultimate
es last year where the splash,
whitewash or chalk looked like Often times, this grand sport of woodcock Preparedness”, to name just a
a painter had cleaned out his shooting gets overshadowed by the glamorous few. In business or in sports, a
skill level must constantly imbrush. Our little band of brush
worn, “Old Pat’s” members grouse, but ask the dyed-in-the-wool upland prove because the competition
found outstanding October ac- bird hunter about this little timberdoodle and has added many new tricks to
his repertoire.
tion when we logged eight to
Don’t necessarily expect him
twenty flushes a day. Finding you will quickly gain a great appreciation
seven or eight birds at random for this bird and the sport it offers. I find this to be sitting under that dog’s
nose. He has learned to tipwas quite common, but when
we found a sweet spot, “where wonderful little bird a delightful challenge, toe hastily away, leaving lots of
church was in session” with and I have developed a fond affection for him. scent. Adaptation of a species
some early flight birds, it was a
has ever been the basis of evotime to remember. Whether we
lution, and the woodcock is no
found a pocket of three or four or double that, it was good action
different. He seems to have taken a page from the grouse book,
and the cobwebs were cleaned out of many barrels. We happened
as we found many times he had slipped away from the dog, and
to strike it just right, not an every fall occurrence by any means.
the dog had to be either tapped on the head or verbally encourTo truly appreciate this classy little bird is to first develop a
aged to move on. Sometimes a good experienced dog knows how
mindset of small bird, small gun. Our “Old Pat’s” bunch like the
to relocate to find that strong body scent in an effort to pin the
28 gauge, a few shoot 20s and an occasional 16 but most will
bird. This little game of hide-and-seek can be frustrating and unchoose the little gun; a Parker is preferred, but oftentimes the
dermines your confidence in Rover’s bird-finding ability. Dealing
pocketbook is too slim to afford one. Small shot like Remington
with this new tactic suggests paying careful attention to the dog’s
STS 28-8s or skeet 9s with target grade hard shot are hard to beat.
Hits and Misses, continued on page 56
Some have tried 10 or 11-shot size from RST, but that shot size is
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action. A hunter develops a keen sense of how his dog acts in
those situations so that the dog’s attentiveness, intensity, rigidity,
tail action and other characteristics become tip-offs to what the
bird is doing. Whether your dog is a bird finding machine or just
a pal who finds some birds, you must recognize what message
he is transmitting. You have to know your dog and how he acts
with scenting conditions. What does the cover look like ahead of
him? Is he rock solid, tentative, head high or low? Is he moving
his head around, flagging slightly or does he have some other indicator that will help you decide on the correct approach? Many
hunters make the mistake of coming directly up behind the dog
looking for a bird just ahead of his nose, rather than looking over
the cover, circling ahead and maybe pinning the bird between
you and the dog, or at least be in a position to intercept an escape
route.
Of course, if another gunner is present, you should work together to avoid somebody becoming a cheerleader . . . those birds
are just not that dumb. Good experienced buddies can use a few
hand signals to move a gunner into better position in an effort to
block the runner or circle in front to get the best advantage for
the shot. Getting in position is very important for good success.
Gunners who stand in the thicket waiting for somebody to flush
the pointed bird invariably wind up out of position for a low flyer
who “books it” down a trail, down the edge of a field or does the
traditional “up and out” maneuver. You have to be able to swing
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the gun on a difficult target, and your experience,
anticipation and positioning is most important to
your success.
How many times have you flushed a lone bird to
see him flutter back down a short distance away, easy
to mark and to follow up with another opportunity to
shoot. With great anticipation, you approach the new
location, watching the cover ahead of the dog for a
wild flush, thinking this bird has already been alerted when the dog goes on point, it will burst upward
through the branches for a hasty getaway. Getting
ready, with one hand on the forearm and one on the
pistol grip, you circle slightly ahead of the dog and
there he goes, then another cock jumps nearby. This
sequence of events happens to many gunners, yet we
most often fail to be ready for the double flush. The
birds may go in similar directions or may scatter in
completely opposite ways making for a very difficult
double. No, this does not happen all the time, but
woodcock hunters have noted it on different occasions.
I screwed up a great chance at a double at the end
of the season. “Max” and I took a break from closing
camp and took a little tour through the “Gravel Pit”
cover. This small cover has a sweet spot for grouse,
under some apple trees near the top. But woodcock
have been found to dine along the edges. Working
along the left side, moving along an old tote road with trees fallen across it, I saw “Max” cross in front of me and lock on point
near a fallen tree. It looked good. He did not move or show any
tentativeness as I readied the Parker 28. Luck was on my side.
The cock jumped from the right side of the road and flew upward
and slightly to my left. My right barrel connected, and as I was
mentally patting myself on the back, the other one had flushed
on my left. It was a hasty shot, and I did not see the bird fall, even
with such a fair opportunity. After a unproductive search, I concluded it was my own “bad gun point” that kept me from scoring
a double to close out the season. I was somewhat unprepared for
the surprise, did not concentrate well on the shot and effectively
blew it. Yes, that miss was completely my fault. From experience,
proven time and time again, one must be ready for another cock
to take flight when one goes up or on a reflush, many times his
cousin is right there with him.
Take it from me, preparedness, concentration and application
of experience are the most important parts of hunter success, and
this wonderful, classy little bird provides so many delightful opportunities that someday I would like to join the doubles club.
Guess I’ll take another continuing education credit! u
Art Wheaton has been chasing grouse and woodcock for
over 40 years and missed his fair share. He can be reached at
Art.Wheaton@Gmail.com

